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Abstract. In this paper the complete approach is introduced for study of Ballast flying in wind tunnel
considering track vibrations and aerodynamic loads. The air velocity profile under high speed train with speed of
300 km/h is introduced using an analytical approach and the intensity of under train wind is defined. About
50 kg of Iranian high speed railway ballast is adopted by random sampling and classified according to mass and
aerodynamic shape. The critical velocities of ballast moving are measured by wind tunnel for all classification to
obtain the ballast flying probability factor (BFPF) at two modes of with and without track vibration. Also, the
conventional ballast flying risk mitigation methods in wind tunnel are reviewed and a new strategy for ballast
flying risk mitigation is introduced and tested, based on the design of track surface by a special sieved group of
ballasts with minimum flying probability factor. Results show that the BFPF increases in presence of vibration
and theminimum value of BFPF is occurred at mass range of 150–200 g. It’s stated that application of this group
on the track surface may prevent from ballast flying due to passing of train with maximum speeds of 300 km/h.
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1 Introduction

Railway is one of the conventional ways for transferring
goods and passengers in all over the world and decreasing
the travel time is an important factor for attracting
passengers. In high speed trains the aerodynamic loads are
not negligible, therefore some important phenomena such
as cross wind, slipstream, aerodynamic loads (lift and
drag), pressure waves in tunnels, train nose aerodynamic
shape and their side effects are under focused by
researchers [1–20]. Flying ballast is another aerodynamic
hazard in high speed railway transportation that has
attracted the attention of researchers. This phenomenon
is happen due to the interaction of produced aerodynamic
flow under the train and the track surface in a ballast line.
Some researches show that when the train speed is over
than 260 km/h, probability of ballast motion will increase
dramatically [21]. Railway manual workers and other
maintenance operators near the track, can be threaten by
side effects of this phenomenon, therefore several studies
are done in this area using field measurements, wind
tunnel tests and numerical simulations. Kwon et al. [22]
studied on induced wind from Korean high speed train by
field measurement and wind tunnel tests. They analyzed
rtalaee@iust.ac.ir
the effect of this wind on ballast flying and investigated a
parameter called ballast flying probability factor (BFPF)
and showed that the air velocity under trains with 300–
350 km/h are about 25–30m/s, respectively for KTX high
speed train. Ido et al. [23] analyzed the effect of smoothing
of the train beneath, on the produced air velocity and then
on flying ballast. In order to achieve to minimum air
velocity under high speed train, they setup different
models of train under floor in wind tunnel and analyzed
the effect of effective roughness on the velocity profiles.
Results showed that the magnitude of air velocity under
high speed train will be lower if the train beneath are
smoother. Quinn et al. [24] studied on the mechanical and
aerodynamic forces applied to the ballast in high speed
train passage by full scale experimental tests. The main
goal of this research was to understand the reasons of
ballast flying initiation. They measured air pressure and
velocity at different locations of high speed line and
understood that none of mechanical and aerodynamic
forces alone can lead to ballast flight. Lazaro et al. [25]
studied the effective parameters on ballast flight by
experimental tests in Madrid-Barcelona high speed line
and measured air velocity at different heights from track
surface. Results showed that the air velocity under high
speed train is function of train passing time and this air
stream is similar to turbulent Couette flow. Rocchi et al.
[26] studied the flying ballast due to air stream under high
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Fig. 1. Air velocity profile under the high speed train with speed
of 300 km/h.
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speed train by numerical and experimental methods. They
validated a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model
to simulate the air stream under high speed train. Permoli
et al. [27] studied on flying ballast effective parameters by
wind tunnel tests on a full scale model of Italian high speed
track and analyzed the effect of height of ballast level and
stone shape on this phenomenon. Results showed that
3 cm lowering the level of the ballast related to top surface
of traverse has a positive effect on the flying ballast
phenomenon. Barbosa et al. [28] presented a new
inspection method for railway tracks by combination of
inertial measuring system and a specific method for data
treatment. The effect of vibration on the railway track is
analyzed by other researchers, too. Yau et al. [29]
proposed a numerical model to evaluate the high speed
train � bridge interaction and found that the most
effective parameter on bridge response is the mass ratio of
high speed train to bridge. Naeimi et al. [30] studied the
effect of rail irregularities on dynamic response of sleepers
by analytical and experimental approaches which showed
that these irregularities should be mentioned as an
important factor in stability analysis. Bogacz et al. [31]
analyzed some effective parameters on the interaction of
wheel set and railway ballasted track and compared the
results of numerical and experimental models. Metrikine
et al. [32] studied the effect of low frequency vibrations on
railway sub structure by experimental method and found
that the frequency-dependence of the identified stiffness
don’t explain by measured data.

As shown all researchers are focused on effectiveness
of some parameters on ballast flying and their weights. In
this work, despite of the conventional works [22], the
BFPF is determined considering the track vibration.
Also, the conventional ballast flying risk mitigation
methods in wind tunnel are reviewed and a new strategy
for ballast flying risk mitigation is introduced and tested,
based on the design of the track surface by a special
sieved group of ballasts that have minimum flying
probability factor. For more actual conditions of the
simulation, this strategy is tested in wind tunnel
applying vibration of a track. The novelties of the work
can be listed as:

–
 Introducing the complete procedure for studying the
flying ballast phenomenon.
–
 Determination of BFPF considering track vibrations
which simulates more actual conditions of track in wind
tunnel.
–
 Definition of a new riskmitigation strategy for high speed
trains with maximum speed of 300km/h which requires
minimum maintenance process.

2 Calculation and method

Experimental study of the ballast flight phenomenon by
wind tunnel tests needs to a specific setup and special
scenarios. Some parameters such as air velocity profile and
intensity of strong wind under train, physical and
aerodynamic properties of sample ballasts should be
determined before starting of tests. The steps of procedure
are explained in this section:
2.1 The air velocity profile under high speed train

Since, field measurements are showed that induced air
velocity under the high speed train is more than track side
[15] andmaximum under train air velocity occurs at middle
zones of track between the rails [5], therefore this area is
more critical for flying ballast phenomenon. At first the air
velocity profile under high speed train can be determined
by an analytical solution of turbulent Couette flow [33] that
is shown as below:
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where u is the horizontal velocity, u* is friction velocity, z is
vertical coordinate, z0 is the equivalent roughness of track
and train beneath surface as z01 ¼ ks1

30 and z02 ¼ ks2
30 ,

respectively, ks is the surface roughness and h is vertical
distance between the track and train beneath surface andV
is the train speed. Velocity profile can be determined in
viscous sub layer and fully developed turbulent region by
equations (1) and (2) respectively.

In this study a usual high speed train is adopted with
maximum speed of 300 km/h that the equivalent roughness
of train covered under floor is about 0.003m [33]. Also, the
equivalent roughness of ballasted track is considered about
0.024m [21]. The calculated velocity profile is shown in
Figure 1 which shows the base of Couette flow beneath of
the train. The calculated profile is compared with the real
measured velocity profile under Japanese high speed train
at the speed of 300 km/h [23] as shown in Figure 1.



Fig. 2. Classified ballasts at aerodynamic shape groups and mass ranges.
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Regarding good consistency of results, it can be seen
that the introduced relation (1)–(3) can be applied for
estimation of velocity profile beneath the train with good
accuracy as needed for calculation of BFPF. Our goal from
calculation of wind velocity profile under the train and
average velocity is to have an estimation of order of
magnitude of induced wind intensity of a train with
specified steering velocity. The average velocity of under-
train wind profile plays this role and further can be applied
as a tool for the future estimation of flying ballast
probability factor (BFPF). In addition it is known that
there are some velocity fluctuations around the average
which is due to the turbulence of wind flow under the train.
These velocity fluctuations are considered too in determi-
nation of critical wind velocities of Vmin and Vmax in
calculation procedure of BFPF as will be discussed later.
Thus the intensity of flow under train (VWind) which is one
of important parameters for calculation of ballast flying
probability factor is defined as the average of velocity
profile and is equal to 30.7m/s for the considered
train here with steering velocity of 300 km/h. This average
of velocity profile is calculated by numerical integration
of velocity profile of underneath train using Trapezoidal
rule.

2.2 Ballast classification in mass and shape

At the next step the sample ballast is classified due to mass
and aerodynamic shapes. Due to this purpose a random
sample of 50 kg of Iranian railway ballast is adopted and
classified due to the weight at groups of 50 g and three
shapes of spherical, semi-spherical and flat as shown in
Figure 2a. This sample ballast is located in 4th group
according to Iran code 301 [34].

All the ballasts are weighted with 0.1 g resolution and
separated in flat, semi-spherical and spherical aerodynamic
shapes by inspection. Aerodynamic properties of three
shapes are demonstrated in Table 1. As shown in Table 1
unlike spherical, usually flat ballast has more resistance to
motion because of maximum contact area with lower
surface and minimum exposed area to wind stream that
leads to higher stability.



Table 1. Aerodynamic properties of three ballast shapes.

Aerodynamic shape Image Seat area with
down surface

Exposed area
to wind stream

Stability at
released mode

Flat Large Small High

Semi-Spherical Large Medium Medium

Spherical Small Large Low

Fig. 3. Force equilibrium on typical ballast under high speed
train.
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Figure 2b shows the distribution of ballasts at each
mass range of all groups of aerodynamic shapes. It can be
seen that the number of small ballasts at mass range of
0–50 g is more than others at all shape groups and the
number of large ballasts reduces to zero up to 250 g.
2.3 Ballast flying probability factor

The force diagram of typical ballast under high speed train
is involved aerodynamic and mechanical forces [35] as
shown in Figure 3.

Where Fw is the force of induced wind of high speed
train which acts on ballast surface, Fa is the force of ballast
acceleration induced by track vibration, Fi is the interlock
force due to other ballasts andmg is the gravitational force.
When ballast is freely placed on the traverse surface, there
is only one contact area between ballast and traverse so the
under train wind can move it easy. But when a group of
ballasts are accumulated in the track, there are some other
contact areas between ballast (interlock force) which can
fix the ballast in its position and prevent from motion. The
governing force equilibrium can be written as:

X
~F ¼ m~a ð4Þ

where~a ¼ axî þ ayĵ is the resultant acceleration of ballast
mass which has two components ax and ay in X and Y
directions in initiation of ballast flying. As shown in
Figure 3, track vibration can help to ballast flying and
should be considered in BFPF calculation procedure. Kwon
et al. [22] determined BFPF without considering track
vibration and in this work for a first time this important
parameter is simulated in wind tunnel to access more
actual magnitude of BFPF. Also, ballast interlock force
acts against the motion of ballast that must be measured
experimentally in track model in wind tunnel. This force
will be ignored in measurements of BFPF for single ballasts
in wind tunnel.

Determination of Ballast flying probability factor
(BFPF) is an empirical-analytical method to get the
probability of each ballast group under the train wind
velocity level. The aim of wind tunnel tests in this work is to
measure the critical wind speed for motion of released
single ballasts on the traverse surface which is a probable
mode in real situation. In this method a row of ballasts from



Fig. 4. Simulation of track model in wind tunnel.
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a specific mass range should be placed on the traverse
surface in test section and then air velocity is increased to
move ballasts. The air velocity that leads to motion of first
and last ballast at each group should be recorded. The
ballast flying probability factor (BFPF) in each mass range
due to the passage of high speed train can be estimated by
equation (5) [22]:

If VWind < V min ⇒BFPF ¼ 0

If VWind > V max ⇒BFPF ¼ 1

If V min < VWind < V max ⇒

BFPF ¼
Zm2

m1

VWind � V min

V max � V min

dm
m2 �m1

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð5Þ

where VWind is the intensity of wind velocity profile under
train that is estimated at Section 2.1,Vmin is the critical air
velocity that leads to motion of first ballast in the specific
mass range andVmax is the air velocity that leads to motion
of the last sample ballast on that group,m1 is the lower and
m2 is the upper limit of mass of that group and m is the
sample ballast mass. The consideration of track vibration in
wind tunnel to calculate theBFPF is one of the innovations in
this work. For comparison of result, the wind tunnel test is
repeated again for the specified ballast group, without track
vibration. The results can be used to test a new strategy for
risk mitigation of ballast in accumulated mode in track
surface considering the inter-locking forces.

3 Experimental test setup

The tests of this work are done with the wind tunnel at
school of railway engineering in Iran University of Science
and Technology (IUST). The tunnel has a square cross
section of 0.4m� 0.4m with maximum uniform air flow of
30m/s. Air velocity is measured by a dynamic pressure
anemometer with 0.01m/s resolution and 2.5% accuracy.
Due to simulation of ballasted track in tunnel a simple
model with 0.4m width is created which composed of two
traverse and ballasts between them as shown in Figure 4.
Construction of this model leads to increase of air velocity
up to 38m/s over track surface, due to reduction of tunnel
cross section.

According to fieldmeasurements [15] the intensity of air
flow inside the track is greater than outside. Therefore the
probability of ballast flying would be critical in this region.
Other experiment [5] is shown that the maximum velocity
occurs at middle zones of inside track region. In the other
word the middle zone of track inside is the most important
region or critical region for initiation of flying ballast.
Regarding these points the middle zone of an actual track is
modeled in wind tunnel with 0.4m width. At first step a
model of wooden traverse is cut and two parts with 0.4m
length are made. The two traverse models are installed in
the tunnel with specific distance of 0.6m according to
actual track conditions, and the ballasts are set between
them and model of track is completed as shown in
Figure 4b,c. Moving velocity of released ballasts at two
probable test scenarios are measured, first by putting
ballasts at top of the traverse to test the critical velocity of
single ballast and next by testing the accumulated ballasts
on the track surface between two traverses. To simulate
actual track conditions in wind tunnel, a vibration with
specific acceleration domain is entered to track model. The
track vibration is produced by removing the flexible joint
between the axial fan and test section. The vibration is
simply produced by the unbalance mass on axial fan which
is transferred to the test section by the diffuser structure as
shown in Figure 4a. The magnitude of vertical acceleration
is measured by two accelerometers and data logger that one
of them is set under the test section (Sensor1) and the other
on top of the traverse (Sensor2). The locations of
accelerometers are shown in Figure 4b, c and measured
data are shown in Figure 5.

The acceleration data shows the specified value
3–4m/s2 on the traverse surface which is in acceptable
range according to the EN14363 standard [36].

3.1 Released single ballast

According to the literature calculation of BFPF for each
ballast group must be done for single ballast over the



Fig. 6. The sample concept ofVmin andVmax for spherical ballast
in mass range of 0–50 g.

Fig. 5. Measured acceleration by two sensors in wind tunnel.
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surface [22]. Due to determination of critical wind velocity
for mitigation of each ballast group, the test setup is
arranged with ballasts on the traverse. Thus in each test a
number of ballast adopted from a specific shape group and
mass range is set over the traverse surface under controlled
wind velocity. One of our novelties in this work is to
calculate the BFPF factor considering the track vibration.
Thus we provide a track model with acceptable vibration
over its surface for calculation of BFPF on it. In addition it
can be said that imposing single ballast over a traverse is
usually probable according to the studies in flying ballast
phenomenon. At each test the air velocity which leads to
first ballast moving is saved as Vmin and the last ballast
moving velocity as Vmax for calculation of BFPF. Figure 6
shows the specified above two moments for ballasts with
spherical shape and mass range of 0–50 g in tunnel test
section. This test method is done three times for all shape
groups and mass ranges and measured data are used to
calculation of BFPF at two modes of with track vibration
and without vibration.

3.2 Ballast flying risk mitigation methods

With regards to the importance of flying ballast phenome-
non and its side effects such as wheel and rail damages and
injured workers around high speed track, some counter-
measure and control approaches are used to minimize the
risk of ballast flight in all countries that have high speed
ballasted track. The ballast bags are used at high speed
Japanese railway track. In some European countries
such as Italy, France and Spain lowering the ballast
surface (2–3 cm) from traverse top surface is the master
method for prevention of flying ballast [21]. Here in this
paper, these risk mitigation methods are reviewed and
confirmed by testing in wind tunnel considering track
vibration.

Due to determination of flying ballast wind velocity in
usual arrangement of ballast on track, the track model in
real mode considering interlock force between ballasts and
track vibration is done in wind tunnel. Finally in this paper,
a new ballast mitigation strategy is introduced and tested
considering the results of BFPF calculation. Then the
efficiency level and reliability of this new strategy is
approved by testing in the wind tunnel model considering
track vibration.
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4 Results and discussion

Experimental wind tunnel tests are done to earn a new
steady and practical strategy for ballast flight risk
mitigation in high speed railway. According to this goal
the BFPF is estimated considering actual track conditions
with vibration and then the ballast mass range that has
minimum BFPF is suggested for new strategy of control of
flying ballast for high speed line of 300 km/h.

4.1 Ballast flying probability factor (BFPF)

Due to the specific aerodynamic properties of all typical
ballasts, the velocity magnitudes forVmin andVmax at each
mass group is obtained and a specific trend line is fitted on
the measured data. The trend lines are best fitted by a
quadratic polynomial equation and used for BFPF
calculation. The magnitude of measured Vmin and Vmax
and their trend lines for all mass ranges of ballasts with flat,
semi-spherical and spherical aerodynamic shapes are
shown in Figure 7a–c. The BFPF is calculated according
to the equation (5), in both modes of considering simulated
track vibration and without vibration in wind tunnel.

Figure 7a shows that applying track vibration leads to
decrease both velocity magnitudes ofVmin andVmax. It can
be seen that the maximum critical velocities occurs in mass
range of 150–200 g and the critical velocity of ballast
moving is decreased for higher mass range (for example
200–250 g) due to the increase of ballast surface against the
wind. Due to this phenomenon it can be anticipated that
minimum BFPF would be occurred for the ballasts at mass
range of 150–200 g. Equation (6) shows the quadratic
polynomial equations of trend lines in Figure 7a.

ðV minÞFlat;Withoutvibration¼�0:0003m2þ0:128mþ16:989

ðV maxÞFlat;Withoutvibration¼�0:0005m2þ0:129mþ29:389

ðV minÞFlat;Withvibration¼�0:0002m2þ0:0923mþ17:432

ðV maxÞFlat;Withvibration¼�0:0002m2þ0:054mþ29:753

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð6Þ
The behavior of semi-spherical ballasts is approximately

similar to the flat ballasts and confirms that ballast moving
occurs at lower wind speeds with regards to track vibration.
Thequadraticpolynomial equationsoftrend lines inFigure7b
are defined as equation (7).

See equation (7) below.

As the both previous ballast groups, the behavior of
spherical ballasts changes in mass range of 150–200 g and
ðV minÞSemi�spherical;Without vibration ¼
ðV maxÞSemi�spherical;Without vibration ¼
ðV minÞSemi�spherical;With vibration ¼ �
ðV maxÞSemi�spherical;With vibration ¼ �

8>>>>><
>>>>>:
this means that all three shapes of ballast in this mass range
have a similar reaction when are exposed to the strong wind
of under high speed train. Therefore new ballast flying risk
mitigation method can be defined based on the minimum
BFPF of this mass range. Quadratic polynomial equations
of trend lines in Figure 7c are defined as equation (8).

ðV minÞSpherical;Withoutvibration¼�0:0002m2þ0:0757mþ18:23

ðV maxÞSpherical;Withoutvibration¼�0:0001m2þ0:0492mþ28:489

ðV minÞSpherical;Withvibration¼�0:0002m2þ0:0965mþ15:321

ðV maxÞSpherical;Withvibration¼�0:0001m2þ0:0596mþ26:911

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð8Þ

Finally relations of equations (6)–(8) are used for
calculation of BFPF for all mass ranges of each shape group
according to equation (5) for the train velocity of 300 km/h
and under train wind velocity of 30.7m/s, as introduced in
Table 2.

Table 2 shows that track vibration consideration leads
to BFPF increase that can be expected due to the effect of
track vibration on vertical motion of ballast. The other
important result is the effect of ballast shape on BFPF that
is demonstrated in Table 2 which flat and spherical groups
have minimum and maximum BFPF, respectively. At
single ballast test process, flat ballasts usually have small
surface exposed to wind unlike spherical and this can lead
to ballast moving at higher air velocities. Regarding to
interlock force between ballasts in actual track conditions,
it is expected that ballast flight risk would be minimized if
the mass range of 150–200 g with minimum BFPF is
employed over track surface.
4.2 New strategy for risk mitigation

Some methods are used to control ballast flight at all over
the world such as using ballast bag and lowering the ballast
surface from track. General conditions of these approaches
are simulated at our track model with vibration in wind
tunnel to show the stability of ballasts up to the wind
velocity of 36m/s. Results show the efficiency and
effectiveness of both tested approaches for a high speed
track with passing trains at maximum speeds of 300 km/h
that generates the maximum under train wind of 30.7m/s.
But mentioned approaches have some difficulties in
application and maintenance such as need to replacement
of the bags for track maintenance in Japanese approach
and increase of tamping frequency and protect of track
lateral resistance in European approach [21]. Figure 8a, b
shows the aerodynamic test process of mentioned
approaches in wind tunnel.
�0:0004m2 þ 0:1356mþ 16:783

�0:0001m2 þ 0:0357mþ 30:352

0:0003m2 þ 0:042mþ 18:817

0:0001m2 þ 0:0409mþ 28:512

ð7Þ



Fig. 7. Measured values of Vmin and Vmax for ballasts.
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Anew applicable approach should be defined that needs
to minimum construction and be more stable due to
passage of high speed train up to 300 km/h. In this
regard, considering minimum BFPF at specific mass range
of 150–200 g in both test conditions (with and without
track vibration) it is intended to cover the track surface
with this range. The critical zone of track for initiation of
flying ballast is the middle zone around center line of track



Fig. 8. Test process of conventional methods and new strategy in wind tunnel.

Table 2. Calculated magnitudes of BFPF for a high speed train at speeds of 300 km/h.

Ballast Aerodynamic Shape Mass Range (g) (BFPF) Ballast Flying Probability Factor (%)

Without track vibration With track vibration

Flat

0–50 87 97
50–100 51 79
100–150 25 64
150–200 8 58
200–250 20 73

Semi–Spherical

0–50 95 100
50–100 77 96
100–150 56 84
150–200 47 67
200–250 58 74

Spherical

0–50 100 100
50–100 89 98
100–150 72 75
150–200 61 56
200–250 59 45
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due to the literature [5]. Thus the ballast cover is
designed for inside track surface as shown in Figure 8d.

The advantages of this approach will be simple
applicability, low construction and maintenance cost and
good stability for high speed trains with maximum speeds
of 300 km/h.

The ballast in railway track has some important roles
such as: damping the track vibrations, stabilizing the track
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over the lateral forces and drainage, force transmission
from rail to track infrastructure which can be threaten by
decrease of the number of ballast in track. In the European
approach [21] the ballast height is decreased (about 0.8 to
1.2 in) that can affect the damping process, lateral
resistance and quality of force transmission in track height.
As discussed in this standard decrease of ballast in track
leads to increase of impact from traverse to ballast bed
which is called tamping frequency. This phenomenon leads
to safety reduction and more major mistakes in high speed
transportation. In our new suggested strategy (sieved
ballast) all components and original structure of track do
not change therefore it can be said that mentioned
drawback would not occur in this approach.

This innovative strategy is tested and approved by
wind tunnel tests at both track conditions (with and
without vibration) and a schematic of its properties is
shown in Figure 8c. The air velocity at wind tunnel test
section crossed the magnitude of 36m/s as two mentioned
conventional method test processes but none of ballasts
moved. Test results show that this new strategy can be
useful for high speed tracks with maximum allowed speeds
of 300 km/h just with selection of ballast in range of
150–200 g by simple screening on the track surface.

5 Conclusions

Ballast flying probability factor (BFPF) is estimated and
compared by wind tunnel tests at two test modes of with
and without track vibration. At First the critical wind
speeds for moving of ballasts due to under train produced
wind without track vibration is measured that is the
conventional BFPF calculation method [22]. Here in this
work for a first time the test process also is done applying
the track vibration in wind tunnel. As expected the results
show BFPF increases due to the track vibration and it can
be said that second test scenario can simulate more real
conditions of actual track for study of flying ballast.
Furthermore with regards to BFPF arrangement, a new
risk mitigation strategy for high speed tracks with
maximum train speeds of 300 km/h is defined and tested
in wind tunnel. Test results show that ballasts at mass
range of 150–200 g usually have the minimummagnitude of
BFPF at all aerodynamic shapes and ballast flight won’t
occur with covering the track surface by this range. This
new strategy is so applicable with more stable conditions
and lower construction and maintenance cost compared
with other conventional methods.
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